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Brightly Colored Islands 

FRANKFURT Galerie Grässlin shows Secundino Hernández 

It shouldn’t really come as that much of  a surprise. After all, it’s hardly a coincidence that Secundino Hernández 
has opted to call this exhibition in Bärbel Grässlin’s gallery anticipado. And indeed, his fifth appearance at this 
location is devoted entirely to painting. Once again, the artist who was born 1975 in Madrid, is showcasing very 
large-format pieces that surpass all conventional dimensions and once more he reveals how he goes about his 
work by exploring figuration and background, color and its application. Nonetheless, as was the case with 
almost all of  his sets of  work in recent years at first sight everything seems different. 

For example, we see none of  the enormous masses of  color that Hernández piled up a while ago on the palette 
paintings which are not much bigger than postcards, nor is there much evidence of  the extremely minimalist 
compositions of  his grisaille paintings. Instead, the viewer gets the impression that the Spanish artist is 
interested in the tradition of  fresco painting. In the traces that depict nothing other than the color left behind by 
the artists of  bygone times. And in what remains of  art when you expose colors, form and figures to the 
elements as it were though we are not suggesting Hernández dragged his canvases out of  the studio and left 
them outside to the sun, rain and chance.  

On the contrary, Hernández’ approach is both considered and carefully calculated even allowing for the fact that 
the high-pressure cleaner which the Spanish artist has embraced as a tool for some time can’t be controlled all 
that precisely. However, you can quite literally observe the artist pondering over the conditions of  his own 
medium as he paints: When he carefully applies a chalk primer only to blast it off  the canvas again, for example, 
or when he applies monochrome areas next to and on top of  each other before later revealing all the concealed 
layers as fragments of  shapes, shorthand, arabesques. Or, for that matter, when he leaves nothing intact at the 
end but bright islands of  color in brick red and bottle green, in ochre and sun yellow and sky blue on a cement 
gray surface. 

Each of  his works addresses this process involved in creating a painting. Yet at the same time, for all his 
openness, his curiosity and his trust in contingency Hernández is fully aware of  what he is doing when with 
every canvas he once again explores the conflicting nature of  figuration and abstraction, construction and 
deconstruction, collage and décollage, as well as color and grisaille painting.  

It may well be that the questions the artist who divides his time between Berlin and Madrid continues to pose in 
each of  his bodies of  work are ultimately not that new. But it’s as if  Hernández is asking them for the first time. 
Basically, this was always what art is all about. In Hernández’ case his art becomes an event with each new 
image. 

  


